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Chronopost partners with SF Express to accelerate its
growth in China
Chronopost, French specialist in express delivery for parcels under 30 kilos and SF
Express, Chinese logistics leader, announced the signing of a commercial agreement
aimed at improving the quality of service and transit time from France to China. A
partnership offering customers a qualitative logistics service at a competitive price.
« The Chinese market is now exploding, with the growth of e-commerce and increased
international trade. Proposing an ever more efficient, competitive and disruptive offer by
improving deadlines, coverage and rates was for us essential. Our objective today is to
deliver the world in a different way and to initiate levers for our international customers to
always meet and anticipate their expectations » explains Christophe Cornilleau, International
Director at Chronopost.
This partnership allows us to offer French companies innovative services and an
excellent customer experience.
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The delivery as soon as possible thanks to SF Express expertise of the last km,
which offers added value services for customers,
Express and regulatory customs clearance thanks to the collaboration between
Chronopost & SF Express teams and their expertise on this market,
An interactive delivery service for the last km : systematic call the day of delivery,
from the driver to the client, to know his availability, photo and contact details of the
deliverer available on wechat, transmitted at the time of notification and tracking
packages in real time,
A customer service open 7/7, as well as a wechat account to ensure after-sales
service.

From the left to the right, standing:
Christophe Cornilleau - International Director Chronopost ;
Alex Wang - General Manager West Europe Business Area SF Express
From the left to the right, sitting:
Martin Piechowski - Chairman of Chronopost ;
David Adams - CEO, Overseas Region, SF Express.

About Chronopost
Chronopost France is part of DPDgroup, the international parcel delivery network ranked 2nd in
Europe. As the leading French specialist for express delivery of parcels weighing up to 30kg to
businesses and individual customers, Chronopost relies on a team of 3,700 employees and
delivered over 151 million parcels in 2017. Chronopost delivers to 230 countries around the world
and has privileged access to DPDgroup's European network of Pickup points.
DPDgroup is the parcel delivery network of GeoPost, a Le Groupe La Poste holding company
with revenue of 6.8 billion euros in 2017.
Through innovative technology, local knowledge, dedicated customer service and a network of
18,300 pickup points (Chronopost depots, post offices and Pickup points), Chronopost offers the
best possible customer experience both for senders and recipients. Chronopost offsets all of its
CO2 emissions. chronopost.fr
Follow us on Twitter @chronopost
About SF Express
SF was established in 1993 in Shunde, Guangdong. On Monday, December 12, 2016, SF
Express was approved by the to go public on the A share market. On February 24, 2017, SF
Express was officially renamed SF Holdings. The stock code is 002352.
SF is one of China's leading comprehensive service providers of express logistics and it aims to
provide customers with integrated and comprehensive logistics solutions. In addition to providing
high-quality logistics services at the distribution end, SF has also extended its services to frontend processes, including production, supply, marketing, and distribution, for the value chain.
Based on customer requirements, utilizing big data analysis and cloud computing technologies,
SF provides customers with integrated logistics services including warehousing management,
sales forecasting, big data analysis, and settlement management.
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